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Classroom



What is active learning?

● Active learning 
includes any type of 
activity that engages 
students in learning 
beyond simply 
listening, reading, or 
memorizing.



● The interactive nature of active learning modules may enable students 
to relate to their course material in a more meaningful way.

https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/blooms-taxonomy/

Why is active learning important?

https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/blooms-taxonomy/


Why is active learning important?

● Active learning is a more 
accessible and inclusive 
mode of learning for students 
from underrepresented 
demographics.

● Active learning can increase 
average grades and improve 
failure rates.



Which activities constitute active learning?

● Active learning commonly includes student collaboration in pairs or 
groups, but independent writing or reflection activities are also actively 
engaging.

● It can begin by asking students to define what learning techniques 
they find useful and what their goals are and working with them. 



Activities 



Think-pair-share

● Think—allow students brief time to gather 

their thoughts

● Pair—pair or group students to discuss

● Share—ask groupings to share with the 

class

● Ensures that all students have an 

opportunity to discuss content

● Reduces pressure of individual participation



Google Jamboard

● Allows for anonymous 

sharing of ideas

● Class can see responses 

in real time

https://jamboard.google.com/


Online discussion forums

● Automatically built-in to your blackboard class!

● A space for students to pose questions you can answer in class

● Can be mandatory (for participation) or optional (for extra credit)



Kahoot

● A pre-assessment classic

● Good for exam review



Concept Map 
● This is a visual 

presentation of 
connections between 
different themes.

 
● Can be useful in 

teaching theory.



Peer-reviewing assignments

● Students share outlines 
for their essays with their 
peers for feedback.

● This can be an 
discussion with a partner 
and the rest of the class, 
with guidance from the 
instructor. 



Minute Paper

● This is a summary of the 
material taught in a class 
(lecture, presentation, podcasts, 
videos).

● The instructor can pose guiding 
questions for the students to 
reflect on.



Project Based Learning

● Students practice 
disciplinary research 
methods with partners. 

● These can include learning 
how to frame research and 
interview questions for 
their student projects. 



Newspaper discourse 
analysis

● Students bring in 
newspaper and 
magazine articles to 
discuss course themes.

● Can help students relate 
course material to 
current world events.



Collaborative study guide

● Study guides can be turned 
into an active learning method 
for revisions before exams.

● Main terms can be defined by 
the instructor and students 
can then add their points from 
required texts. 



Theater Exercises

● Theater exercises can 
be a fun way to 
approach complex 
concepts.

● Involves students 
enacting a scene or role 
playing to engage with a 
topic in a more relatable 
way.



Additional Considerations



Shy or quiet students

● Clearly articulate participation expectations on syllabus and in first class

● Offer alternatives: 
○ Office hour chats 

○ Discussion board posts

○ Option to hand in notes with questions and comments from class or readings

● Be aware that forcing participation (i.e., cold calling) can cause discomfort



Orange SUccess

● Progress reports

○ Required twice during the semester

■ But can raise/remove flags at any time

○ Can raise concerns like non-attendance, low 

participation, etc.



Seating arrangements

● Encourage students to sit closer to the front, and to each other

● SU classrooms vary in size

● Caveat: In a post-pandemic world, you may not want to force students to 
cluster together



Time limits

● Set them, state them

● Be flexible

● Have extra material in case class goes quicker than expected



Silence

● Embrace it!

● Don’t move on too quickly, first try to reframe the question



Technology

● Can be useful for online activities (Jamboard, 
Kahoot), but can also be a distraction

● Outline phone and laptop policy on syllabus



Presentation design
● Slides

○ Too much text can be distracting

○ Create slides that enhance, not detract from your teaching

● Creating accessible slides: 

○ CDR: “Creating Accessible PowerPoint Presentations”

○ Blackboard accessibility meter:

https://answers.syr.edu/display/itsservapp011/Creating+Accessible+PowerPoint+Presentations


Adaptability to online learning

● Breakout rooms

● Hide non-video participants, or require camera 
presence

● Ask questions; proceed as usual



Main takeaways

● Research supports the benefits of active learning for student engagement and 

success

● There are a range of options for in-class engagement activities, but active 

learning can also happen outside the classroom—before or after class

● There are many miscellaneous considerations that can be tweaked and 

personalized to best fit the needs of your class



Resources and contact info

● Syracuse’s Certificate in University Learning (CUT) seminar series includes 
active learning workshops throughout the semester

● Blackboard for STEM presentation

Questions or concerns? Reach out!

Molly: mjoyce02@syr.edu 

Nimisha: nithakur@syr.edu
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